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How this plan has been developed and structured
 We drew on our own Self-Evaluation, the areas for development identified in our last Ofsted visit, the HfL Progress Review that took place in May 2019, reports from our Herts
Improvement Partner and the requirements of the latest Ofsted Framework to identify six key areas for development (see below).
 We identified that previous School Development Plans had become overly lengthy and unwieldy, and drew upon the recommendations of the Education Endowment Foundation (and in
particular their 2019 report, Putting Evidence To Work: A School’s Guide To Implementation) to structure this year’s plan.
 Using the EEF model, we began by defining the problems we wanted to address in each area, and then agreeing the final outcomes we wanted to achieve (the Why? and the So?), and
then broke each down into a series of steps and actions (what the EEF call Active Ingredients).
 We developed this plan with the support of Governors, who monitor its progress, adaptation, implementation and impact on an ongoing basis throughout the year.

Area for development

Key problems to be addressed


Communication skills





Fluency





Curriculum impact





Effective feedback





Attendance






Governance


Intended outcome

Very low communication and language levels on entry
Communication identified as root of many other
issues - learning behaviours, ability to access
curriculum, social skills and turn taking



Low percentage of children assessed as being on
track in reading, writing and maths
Specific issues identified: reading & maths fluency;
application of learnt spellings to independent work



Are pupils developing detailed knowledge and skills
across the curriculum?
Subject leader’s evaluation of standards in their
subject is incomplete



Use of feedback to improve learning is not
consistently effective across the school
Leaders have concerns over teacher workload particularly with regard to giving written feedback



Whole school attendance is below national average
High levels of persistent absence
Impact of absence on attainment and progress



Governors’ ability to support, monitor and challenge
school leaders - opportunities for in-person visits
and meetings have been limited for the last 2 years
Recruitment - need to fill governor vacancies

















Person responsible

Class Participation Index scores improve at all levels
Class talk and discussion is consistently effective
High quality language and conversation is heard
around the school throughout the day

Emma Shaw & David Roberts
(Headteacher & Deputy)

Improvements in reading fluency, spelling in
independent work and application of learnt maths
skills to new situations
School-wide improvement in progress and attainment

Emma Shaw
(Headteacher)

Subject leaders can confidently talk about learning
in their subject and have a solid, evidence-based
knowledge of strengths and weaknesses
All staff feel supported in delivering the curriculum

David Roberts
(Deputy Headteacher)

Children receive high-quality feedback across the
curriculum, which results in improved learning
Teacher workload - staff believe that their time is
being used well and that their workload is reasonable

David Roberts
(Deputy Headteacher)

Whole school attendance improved : target 96%
Fall in persistent absence - target below 10%
Narrowing of gaps between groups

Emma Shaw
(Headteacher)

Governors have improved knowledge and
understanding of the school, with evidence from
visits used to inform discussions and decisions
All governor vacancies filled

Victoria de Naeyer
(Chair of Governing Body)

School Development : Communication skills
W
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Problem
- Why? -

Intended Actions
- What? -

Learning:

Very low
communication and
language levels on
entry

Communication
identified as root
of many other
issues - learning
behaviours, ability
to access
curriculum, social
skills and turn
taking

Need for more
explicit teaching
of vocabulary,
speaking, listening
and discussion
skills

1 - Vocabulary development

Direct teaching of vocabulary

Developing a language rich
environment

Providing repeated exposure
to new vocabulary in a range
of contexts (both in the
classroom and beyond)
2 - Discussion skills

Clear structure to group work

Discussion / group work roles

Question / conversation
stems

Feedback prompts

Teaching children to build on
what others have said
3 - Quality language all day

Improving adult-child talk
throughout the day - training
to include: sentence starters;
strategies to extend talk;
making the most of
‘incidental chat’

Thinking out loud - shared
reading, shared writing,
shared problem solving etc.

High expectations - ‘speaking
properly’, listening to
everyone
4 - Interventions

WellComm

NELI

Talk Time

Talk Boost

Walk and talk

Story makers

Implementation Activities
- How? 1 - Vocabulary development


Word of the Day and Word of the Week - using
relevant Tier 2 language that will be / has been
encountered in context in class



Use of Communication Supporting Classroom
Observation Tool to assess environment & identify
quick wins for improvement



Revisit Communicate In Print training & agree
expectations for ongoing use in class



Revisit Cultural Capital Plan and identify focus
vocab for upcoming activities / trips; all staff to be
provided with key vocab cards & question prompts
to use during activities / trips

Implementation Outcomes
- How well? Short term:


Monitored through:


2 - Discussion skills


DHT to lead staff meeting - sharing resources to
support discussion / group work, eg: talk tokens,
group role badges, feedback fans, agree / disagree
prompts, tell 3 people. All staff encouraged to
bring & share own resources.



In phases, staff to agree key question stems,
speaking frames etc. to be used in their classes and look for use of these in all monitoring activities



Teachers to plan for teaching of vocabulary and
use of talk partners / class discussion in all lessons

3 - Quality language all day





Whole staff training - when / where / how can you
engage children in talk throughout the day - eg. on
the gate, during lunch, while walking around the
school, at play etc. Share strategies for extending,
prompting, developing talk, and agree expectations
for a communication rich school
Expectations in class - all children to speak in class
with the expectation that they will be listened to,
and to listen with the expectation that what they
hear will have value

4 - Interventions



SENCo to support teachers in identifying children
who will most benefit from interventions
SENCo to support TAs in delivering these
interventions and monitor their impact

Baseline assessment of children
against Class Participation Index
- 3 lessons across week; which
children are involved at:
- Level 1 - articulate an idea
- Level 2 - explain an idea,
adding detail or reasoning
- Level 3 - build on the
ideas of others (agreeing,
disagreeing or extending)

CPI shared with SLT and
SENCo, and used to set targets
for improvement

Medium term:




Staff have awareness of wide
range of strategies for teaching
vocabulary and developing
discussion skills
Staff are experimenting with
use of these in lessons

Monitored through:


Key tools / strategies / stems
to be used in each phase shared
at MLT meeting



Use of these is evident in
monitoring activities

Long term:



Use of vocabulary and class talk
is effective



Quality talk happening
throughout the day

Monitored through:



Lesson observations and Pupil
Book Study



SLT observations of playtimes
and lunchtimes

Final Outcomes
- And so…? Improvement seen in:

Class Participation
Index scores
improve at all levels
(targets set after
baseline assessment)

Effectiveness of
class talk and
discussion

Vocabulary
knowledge

EYFS Communication
& Language scores

Quality of language
and conversation
heard around the
school throughout
the day
Children can talk about:

What good speaking
and listening ‘looks’
like, and why it is
important

What their teacher
does to help them
talk, respond and
take part in group
work in class

How they learn new
vocabulary, giving
examples of
interesting words
they have learnt this
year

School Development : Fluency
W

Problem
- Why? -

Intended Actions
- What? -

Implementation Activities
- How? -

Implementation Outcomes
- How well? -

Final Outcomes
- And so…? -

Learning:

Low percentage of
children assessed
as being on track
in reading, writing
and maths at end
of last academic
year.

1 - Reading

Build teachers’ understanding
of the teaching of reading
fluency - focus on use of
strategies from Herts
Fluency Project

Deliver fluency teaching with
small groups in each KS2
class, evaluating impact at
end of each term

Monitor impact of improved
fluency on understanding

1 - Reading

HfL English Consultant to deliver training on
Herts Fluency Project - rationale,
methodology, what sessions look like, how to
deliver, who to target etc.

Teaching staff in KS2 to identify group of 4-6
to target in Autumn Term (2x per week in
guided reading slots) & deliver teaching in line
with training. Reading lead to monitor sessions
regularly & provide coaching feedback.

Evaluate impact on overall comprehension at
end of teach term - is there a difference in
progress made by targeted group?

Short term:

Staff understand importance
of fluency for accelerated
progression & have
understanding of how to
teach fluency in all 3 areas

Improvement seen in:

Reading fluency,
spelling in
independent work
and application of
learnt maths skills to
new situations - all
monitored through
lesson visits, pupil
progress meetings
and analysis of
assessment

Progress and
attainment (as a
result of several
factors, of which
this is one)

Monitoring identified
key issues in each
subject:

Reading - fluency;
reading with
automaticity,
accuracy and
prosody

Writing - spelling;
application of
learnt spelling into
independent work

Maths - fluent
application of
previously taught
concepts to new
situations
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2 - Writing

Revisit spelling policy &
agree: what spellings are we
teaching; how and when are
these to be taught; how is
home learning used to
support this.

Use of diagnostic tests to
further identify what to
teach & target interventions

Share & refine approaches to
applying learnt spellings in
independent work; agree next
steps from this, to be
monitored by spelling leader
3 - Maths

Regular use of HfL fluency
materials to improve fluency
across school

Subject leader & HfL Maths
Consultant to monitor use of
these materials and support
staff in making this more
effective

Monitor use of improved
fluency on wider maths
understanding and accuracy

2 - Writing

Staff meeting - Spelling Leader to revisit
agreed approaches to teaching of spelling;
discuss expectations for each year group how many words can children learn at once?
How quickly can they move towards ARE? How
is home learning used and supported?

Regular use of RWInc tests (linked to
teaching programme) to identify next steps

Staff meeting - effective strategies for
applying learnt spellings independently, eg.
’Words I know’ dictionaries / lists; use of class
displays; agreed ‘must spells’. Particular focus
on feedback - which words to mark as
incorrect / how many / how / what next?

Staff to agree next steps in light of above;
implementation monitored by spelling leader
3 - Maths

Maths leader to deliver training on use of HfL
fluency materials

Teachers in Y1-6 to deliver fluency sessions at
least 3 times per week

Subject leader to monitor delivery during
Autumn Term, supported by HfL Consultant

Evaluate impact at end of each term, using mix
of diagnostic & summative tests

Monitored through:

Staff meetings, MLT
minutes, performance
management, staff feedback
Medium term:

Reading - Fluency Project
being delivered to targeted
group in line with training

Writing - Spelling teaching
being delivered regularly,
following spelling policy &
RWInc programme

Maths - fluency sessions take
place regularly in all year
groups, using HfL materials
Monitored through:

Subject leader monitoring using approaches identified in
’Curriculum Implementation’
strand
Long term:

In all three areas, teaching is
effective and improves over
time, leading to measurable
improvements overall

Monitored through:

Assessment outcomes,
subject leader monitoring,
staff & pupil feedback

Children can talk about:

What it means to be
a fluent reader, how
their teacher helps
them to develop this
skill and how they
know how to read
something with
appropriate
expression

How their maths and
spelling has improved
this year and what
their teacher has
done to help them

School Development : Curriculum impact
Problem
- Why? -

W

Teaching:

Are pupils
developing
detailed
knowledge and
skills across the
curriculum? Can
subject leaders
evidence this?

Over the last two
years, have
developed intent &
have supported
implementation now need to
ensure that what
is being taught is
also being learnt
Self-evaluation

Subject leaders
have begun to
evaluate
standards in their
subject, backedup by monitoring,
but this is
incomplete
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Intended Actions
- What? 1 - Monitoring through lesson
visits

Subject leaders in non-core
subjects conducting lesson
visits & talking to children
about their learning in 2
classes each term

Visits focus on explanation,
modelling & progression into
tasks

Identify areas for
improvement & revisit in
second half of term

2 - Supporting planning

RAG rate staff confidence to
teach the curriculum for
their year group

As a result of RAG rating &
monitoring, subject leaders
to identify those staff
needing additional support

Team plan with these staff &
regularly review success of
planned sessions
3 - Developing understanding of
age-related outcomes

Over year, subject leaders to
build portfolio of work for
each strand of their subject,
to support teachers in
understanding intent.
4 - Subject Self-Evaluation

At end of year, subject
leaders to draw together all
monitoring evidence to
evaluate their subject.

Identify strengths & next
steps for coming year

Implementation Activities
- How? -

Implementation Outcomes
- How well? -

Final Outcomes
- And so…? -

1 - Monitoring through lesson visits

SLT to plan programme for the year - which
subject leaders will monitor which classes each
term; over course of year, will see all phases

Staff meeting - DHT to lead session on effective
lesson visits, using video clips & sharing
methodology of Alex Bedford’s Pupil Book Study.

Before visit, discuss content & structure with
teacher - why this, why now?

First visit - focus on explanation & modelling,
particularly use of worked / part-worked examples.
After visit, discuss learning with mixed group of
children (What did you learn today? Why were you
doing that? What helped you understand how to…?)

After visit, feedback - areas of strength, even
better if… (see activity 2 below)

Second visit - have improvements been made? Is
sequence of unit apparent? After visit, discuss with
children (Last time I came…. what’s happened
since? Can you show me that in your book? That
looks interesting - how did you learn that?)

Short term:

Subject leaders understand
the purpose and methodology
of monitoring

Clear plan in place - which
classes in which subjects in
which term

Improvement seen in:

Subject leaders
ability to confidently
talk about learning in
their subject and
answer the question
‘how do you know?’

Subject leaders
knowledge of
strengths and
weaknesses in their
subject

Teachers feel
supported in
delivering our
planned curriculum

2 - Supporting planning

Staff meeting - RAG rating staff confidence to
teach the curriculum for their year group.

Subject leaders to analyse their RAG rating &
combine this with outcomes of monitoring to
identify priorities for support (either specific year
groups or specific strands of the curriculum)

Provide targeted planning support in light of above
3 - Developing understanding of age-related outcomes

All staff to provide subject leaders with examples
of what they consider to be age-related work (not
the best work in class) at the end of each unit

Subject leaders to determine if they believe this
work represents age-related in the context of our
curriculum intent & feedback to teachers on this

Use these submissions to build portfolio of work
over year, annotated with context / support given /
what had been taught in lead-up to session.
4 - Subject Self-Evaluation

DHT to lead staff meeting on writing / updating
subject Self-Evaluations.

Leaders to update subject self-evaluations in light
of monitoring, share these with SLT and Governors
Curriculum Committee and identify next steps

Monitored through:

MLT minutes, monitoring
plan, performance
management, staff feedback
Medium term:

Lesson visit / book study
conducted in first 2 classes &
feedback given

Subject leaders are aware of
strengths, areas for
development & support needs
Monitored through:

MLT & Curriculum Committee
minutes, support plans
Long term:

Portfolios of age-related
work completed

Staff are confident to teach
the curriculum effectively &
understand what age-related
learning looks like

Subject SEFs updated and
shared, using evidence from
monitoring activities

Monitored through:

Subject SEFs, Curriculum
Committee & MLT minutes,
teacher feedback

Children can talk about:

A broad range of
activities, learning
opportunities and
memorable
experiences they
have had in each
subject

How their teacher
has helped them to
learn

The skills and
knowledge which
they have learnt

School Development : Effective feedback
W

Problem
- Why? -

Intended Actions
- What? -

Learning:

Use of feedback
to improve
learning is not
consistently
effective, both
across year
groups and across
the curriculum

1 - Revisit and share strategies

Discuss how & why feedback
is currently being given.

Share strategies currently
being used - particularly
alternatives to provision of
individual written comments.

Teaching staff to select
feedback strategies to try
out in their class

1 - Revisit and share strategies

2 - Explore, experiment and
evaluate

Try out these strategies
identified in Step 1 for 8
weeks, paying particular
regard to the way children
respond, impact on learning
and effect on workload

All staff to be involved in
feedback & evaluation of
strategies

Share research evidence (eg.
from EEF) on effective
feedback & consider
implications for our practice

Agree set of promising
strategies / principles to
trial further

2 - Explore, experiment and evaluate

Teaching:

Concerns over
teacher workload
- particularly with
regard to giving
written feedback
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3 - Agree effective strategies
and next steps

Use feedback to identify
core strategies to use in each
subject area

Staff CPD focussed on most
effective way to use these
strategies

Rewrite Feedback Policy to
capture agreed strategies
for effective feedback

Implementation Activities
- How? 

DHT to share development plan & reasoning behind
choice of area.



Staff meeting discussion of the purpose of
feedback, what it ’means’ and strategies currently
being used across the school. Staff to bring
examples to share (eg. whole class / group
feedback, coding, verbal feedback etc.)



Teachers to select 2 strategies they are not
currently using to try out in one core subject and
the subject that they lead



Experiment with these strategies for eight weeks
and evaluate their impact. Teachers given core
questions to consider & respond to - impact on
learning, lesson time, way that children respond,
workload, whether better suited to specific
subjects / tasks, role of teaching assistants



DHT to lead feedback meeting (speed-dating, then
cross-phase groups focussing on each strategy)



DHT to share relevant research evidence on
effective feedback (particular EEF guidance report
on Teacher Feedback). Summarise in groups &
discuss implications - does current practice match
this? How do the strategies we have explored
correspond with these findings?



Staff to agree set of core strategies and
principles to trial further (incorporating need to
focus on specifics of task, subject or selfregulation; motivating learning; providing children
with time, guidance and support to respond to
feedback and move learning forwards)

3 - Agree effective strategies and next steps


Third staff meeting - teachers to evaluate
strategies selected for providing effective
feedback



DHT to lead further CPD sessions, focussed on
making best use of these strategies (again
focussing on purpose rather than what it looks like)
- whole staff / phases / individual as appropriate



SLT to rewrite Feedback Policy to reflect all of
the above, present to Governors and share with all
staff

Implementation Outcomes
- How well? Short term:

Staff are aware of a broad
range of strategies for
providing feedback

Teachers recognise
importance of providing
effective feedback to
support & improve learning
Monitored through:

SAM Plan, MLT minutes,
performance management
Medium term:

Staff can talk about
effectiveness of a range of
feedback strategies and
verbalise why particular
approaches are being used

Children can talk about the
way that they get feedback
in a range of lessons and how
this supports their learning
Monitored through:

Teacher feedback, pupil
voice, minutes of MLT &
Curriculum Committee
Long term:

All staff have understanding
of what strategies should be
used in each subject and how
to use these effectively

Learning Policy reflects
practice

Monitored through:

Teacher feedback, minutes
of governors meetings, lesson
visits & subject monitoring

Final Outcomes
- And so…? Improvement seen in:

Quality of feedback
that children receive
across the
curriculum

Progress and
attainment (as a
result of several
factors, of which
this is one)

Teacher workload staff believe that
their time is being
used well and that
their workload is
reasonable
Children can talk about:

The way that they
are given feedback
on their work and
learning in a broad
range of subjects

The way that they
use feedback to
improve both the
work they have just
done and their
learning in general

School Development : Attendance
W

Problem
- Why? -

Intended Actions
- What? -

Implementation Activities
- How? -

School:

Too many children
are persistently
absent (have
attendance below
90%)

Whole school
attendance is
below national
average (school
attendance for
2020-21 was
94.6% in Y1-6)

Too many lowattending children
are from
vulnerable and
SEN groups (3.8%
gap between PP
and non-PP
children)

1 - Making attendance a priority
for children

Support children in
recognising the value of
attendance through
assemblies

Rewards for good
attendance

Show children link between
progress & attendance

1 - Making attendance a priority for children

Termly assemblies promote the value of attendance:
for learning (too many gaps can make it hard to
understand what comes next); socially (maintaining
friendships); long term (proven impact on SATs and
beyond)

Attendance Cup awarded to class with highest
attendance in Celebration Assembly each week

Half-termly awards for 100% attendance

Short term:

Attendance team, SLT and
Governors are aware of
patterns in attendance &
planned actions

Action plans in place for
children who were
persistently absent in
summer term

2 - Making attendance a priority for families

Parent-friendly leaflets sent home to each phase

Weekly text updates sent out to parents - class
attendance for previous week & link to their child’s
own attendance on Gateway app

Attendance component to all parents meetings

Attendance data prepared for and discussed at
parents evenings in Autumn & Spring terms; when
looking at books, clearly show where gaps in learning
have had an impact on a whole teaching sequence

Letters sent to parents at end of each term,
reporting on their child’s attendance

Letters sent to parents in reception the term
before school becomes compulsory

Monitored through:

Minutes of Staff, SLT &
Governors meetings

Learning behaviours:

Some families do
not value
attendance as
highly as others ;
this is particularly
noticeable with
the families of
younger children
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Impact on attainment
and progress:

Attainment is
below
expectations there are many
causes of this, but
we believe that
one of them is
attendance

2 - Making attendance a priority
for families

Ensure the importance of
attendance is included in all
meetings with parents (eg.
Y5/6 and Y2 SATs
meetings, parents evenings,
EYFS home visits)

Keep parents regularly
informed of their child’s
attendance and its impact
3 - Working with parents

Discuss reasons for low
attendance with parents
whose attendance was
below 90% in 2020/21

Agree action plans with
parents of these children

Half-termly meetings with
parents of children with
attendance below 90%,
agreeing plans where
needed

3 - Working with parents

Initial conversations with parents of low attending
children to agree need for improvement

Planning meetings held with targeted parents (&
children where appropriate), ensuring they
understand the importance of attendance and
discussing how school can help

Action plans agreed, with clear target for
attendance in next half-term

Next steps and potential consequences clearly
identified

Implementation Outcomes
- How well? -

Medium term:

Actions being followed

Anonymised action plans
shared with governors

Children can verbalise
importance of attendance
Monitored through:

AIO reports, monitoring of
action plans

Long term:

Improved attendance from
all groups

Reduction in rate of
persistent absenteeism
Monitored through:

AIO & SIMS reports,
Governing Body Minutes

Final Outcomes
- And so…? Improvement seen in:

Whole school
attendance target to reach
96% [measured
through SIMS
data]

Persistent Absence
- target to fall to
below 10%
[measured through
SIMS data]

Narrowing of gaps
between groups,
including as
specific cohorts,
disadvantaged and
non-disadvantaged
[measured through
SIMS data]
Children can talk about:

Why attendance is
important, both
academically and
socially

When they
should / shouldn’t
be off school

What we can all do
to improve
attendance
(washing hands
etc.)

How attendance is
celebrated and
rewarded in our
school

School Development : Governance
W

Problem
- Why? -

Intended Actions
- What? -

Implementation Activities
- How? -

Implementation Outcomes
- How well? -

Final Outcomes
- And so…? -

Effective Governance:

Support – to be
able to support
the educational
development of
education of all
pupils within the
school; to support
the well-being,
health of all staff

Monitoring –
through primary
and secondary
data to learn
about the school
and its
performance

Challenge – as a
result of
monitoring
activities be in a
position to ask key
questions of the
leadership

1 - To be able to effectively
support, monitor and challenge
the school governors need to:

Visit the school more often School visits enable
governors to learn about the
context of the school and see
evidence of school
effectiveness.

Now the pandemic issues
have lessened and school is
working almost normally the
number of visits can increase.

Visit reports are of
paramount importance to all
members of the GB because
the reports represent first
hand observations and
possible next steps

Information from visits
enables governors to be in a
position to challenge and ask
the next questions

Recognising the challenge of
balancing work with
governance, governors are
encouraged to visit the
school

1 - Planned visits

Governors to work with the governing body and
the HT to identify purpose of the visit, when
they will visit and what they will see

A template for visits already exists – may
need also to aid governors in completing visit
forms

During the visit governors to follow the
development plan

Governors to take the online Governor visits
(Modern Governor) course if they are new to
governance

Long term:

More governor visits to
school, evidenced by visit
reports

Be clear that visits can be
short i.e. 1 hour; they don’t
have to be a whole morning or
a day

Governors gain deeper first
hand understanding of areas
of the school

Governing Body has fewer
vacancies

Improvement seen in:

Governor knowledge
and understanding of
the school

Evidence from visits
used in governor
meetings to hold to
account and inform
decisions

To have a full
Governing Body:

Over time there
has been a real
challenge to
appoint governors
to Bedwell school.
Historically, there
have been
vacancies.
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2 - Recruitment of more
governors

Complete an analysis of our
needs

GB to run recruitment drive
to, wherever possible, fill
skills gaps

2 - Identify suitable candidates

All governors to try to find new governors
through personal contacts

HT & DHT to use knowledge of families to
identify potential governors

Governing body:

Has resilience

Has developed
capacity through
gaining greater
understanding of the
working of the school
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